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Preface 
The study of rare side effects of drugs is a common, but challenging problem, especially for 
new drugs and drugs used by a limited number of individuals. The obvious solution to this 
problem is to expand the data collection and include a larger number of exposed individuals. 
Therefore, the combination of information from multiple data sources from various countries 
to provide sufficient data for this type of analysis may provide an improved opportunity to 
advance this field of drug research.  

The Swedish Medical Products Agency aims to describe and facilitate the implementation of 
the methodology and technology of Federated Analyses. Federated Analyses allow the analysis 
of multiple separate sources of data at the same time without transferring sensitive personal 
information (individual participant data) outside the original host system and its protective 
mechanisms. 

Decision-makers and data owners need a comprehensive description of the underlying 
technology and methodology of Federated Analyses, especially related to information 
management, to assess their applicability, usability, and safety. These aspects provide the basis 
for the assessment of information security and legal questions related to the use of personal and 
person-related information in Federated Analyses. 

This project is part of a larger framework project by the Swedish government to develop a 
structured follow-up of drugs. The project on Federated Analyses includes several sub-projects, 
of which the current focuses on the statistical methodology in Federated Analyses, both 
opportunities and challenges. Other sub-projects target, for example, information-technological 
(IT) aspects and legal and ethical questions. 

This report was developed in cooperation with statisticians at the Department of Medicine, 
Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, and the Department of Surgical Sciences, Uppsala University. 
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Executive Summary 

Introduction. The assessment of potential safety issues of medicines is one of the core missions 
of the Swedish Medical Products Agency. While safety measures are part of controlled clinical 
trials included in marketing authorization applications, after marketing authorization different 
types of non-interventional studies using disease registers and administrative health-care 
databases are used to further characterise the safety profile of medicines. To increase the 
number of exposed patients and adverse events studied, the combination of multiple data 
sources is often desirable. However, the combination of different data sources is often a time-
consuming and complicated process because of practical and legal reasons, especially when 
data is located in different countries and the study requires international collaboration.  

Federated Analysis. Federated Analysis (FA) provides an alternative approach by combining 
information on group level, which allows personal information to remain on the local host 
system. In this way the data owner retains control over data and protection against unauthorized 
use. Additionally, the statistical analysis can include multiple steps to optimize the estimation 
of the parameters of the overall statistical model including feedback between client and host 
systems. It has been demonstrated for important statistical models, e.g. Generalised Linear 
Models and the Cox proportional hazard model, that Federated Analysis and standard analysis 
of individual-based patient data will result in the estimation of identical model parameters. 

Comparison. FA is similar, yet different, to standard analysis and meta-analysis because of a 
combination of the respective advantages (e.g. model optimization using individual-level data, 
data protection, and real-time analysis), while avoiding the respective disadvantages. From a 
statistical perspective, the most innovative and valuable aspect of FA is that it allows the bi-
directional exchange of information between a statistical model and the individual-level patient 
data via group-level summary results without sharing information on individuals to optimize 
statistical models. 

Opportunities. The FA approach provides a high level of control over individual-level patient 
data, thereby protecting the interests of patients and data owners. It has the potential to increase 
the quantity, variety and availability of information to answer scientific questions by enabling 
scientific collaboration across institutional and national borders. With respect to the assessment 
of safety of drugs in post-authorisation studies, a review suggests the FA approach could have 
increased the value of the analyses in a large proportion of the assessed studies. 

Challenges. The FA approach may involve an increased organisational, administrative, 
technical-statistical and legal burden in comparison to established approaches, which is 
expected to decrease over time with growing experience. The availability of statistical models 
and software is still limited but is expected to increase over time due to advancement in 
statistical science and software development. 

Conclusion. Federated Analysis is considered an innovative statistical approach, which shows 
great potential to improve the study of safety-related issues in particular and collaborative 
research in biomedicine in general. 
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1. Introduction 
The assessment of potential safety issues of medicines is one of the core missions of the 
Swedish Medical Products Agency (SMPA). While safety measures are part of controlled 
clinical trials included in marketing authorization applications, after marketing authorization 
different types of non-interventional studies using disease registers and administrative health-
care databases are used to further characterise the safety profile of medicines. To increase the 
number of exposed patients and adverse events studied, the combination of multiple data 
sources is often desirable. However, the combination of different data sources is often a time-
consuming and complicated process because of practical and legal reasons, especially when 
data is located in different countries and the study requires international collaboration. To study 
the combined data, three general statistical approaches can be applied: 

Standard statistical analysis is based on (pooled) individual-level patient data and is usually 
the preferred approach to perform statistical analysis because it has full access to data.  
However, it requires the exchange of patient data which may conflict with the interests of 
patients and data owners, and, therefore, may often not be feasible.  

Conventional meta-analysis is based on group-level summary results and is an attractive 
alternative because it does not require the sharing of patient data but has its own notable 
limitations. As above, the studies included in a meta-analysis also need to be similar in terms 
of definitions, coding, methods, comparisons, and categories of exposure [1]. However, to 
accomplish this, different study analysts have to perform the same statistical analyses 
independently on each dataset which may limit flexibility and the level of complexity of meta-
analytic research. 

Federated Analysis (FA) provides a novel approach by combining the respective advantages 
(e.g. model optimization using individual-level data, data protection, real-time analysis), while 
avoiding the respective disadvantages of standard analysis and conventional meta-analysis. The 
individual-level data remains protected and fully controlled by the data owner, while allowing 
the analyst to centrally control the performed statistical analyses. Thereby, institutional, 
national legal, and other organizational barriers are potentially minimized, ideally without loss 
of information. 

The current report describes FA from a statistical perspective and discusses opportunities and 
challenges of FA in general and relevant statistical methods in particular. It is primarily 
targeting statisticians and researchers involved in the planning and conduct of a study 
implementing FA.  

The overall project on FA lead by the SMPA aims to provide a comprehensive description of 
the FA framework. Therefore, the project on Federated Analyses includes several sub-projects, 
of which - in addition to the current report on statistical aspects - other sub-projects address, for 
example, information-technological (IT) aspects and legal and ethical questions. Thereby, the 
project reports are expected to stimulate informed discussions between the various stakeholders 
involved in non-interventional studies of efficacy and safety of medicines.  

This project is part of a larger framework project initiated by the Swedish government to 
develop methodology for structured follow-up of new drugs [2]. 
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2. Statistical Approaches 
This section describes the general principles of standard analysis of (combined) individual-level 
patient data and meta-analysis of group-level summary results in comparison to FA. 

2.1. Analysis of Individual-level Patient Data 

The statistical analysis of individual-level patient data is the standard approach in 
epidemiological studies. Typically, an analyst is tasked with the statistical analysis by the 
principal investigator or the sponsor of the study, who have and provide full access to the 
(pooled) data from one or more data sources or studies. Although it can be considered the 
optimal (“gold standard”) approach to performing statistical analysis, restricted access to 
individual patient-data remains an important limitation when multiple data-sources are needed. 
This may be due to difficulties in establishing a collaboration, e.g. in a competitive situation 
involving actors in academia or the industry, or from ethical or legal restrictions intended to 
protect the privacy of the study participants.  

Statistical methods which were developed for the analysis of individual-level patient data can 
in general be categorized as descriptive statistics (e.g. frequencies, mean, standard deviations) 
or inferential statistics (e.g. t-test, analysis of variance, regression models) to summarize and 
explain non-parametric or parametric statistical distributions (e.g. Gaussian distribution) [3]. 
While statistics on the empirical distribution can be calculated from the data without iterative 
steps to estimate the optimal values, parameters of theoretical distributions and/or of complex 
statistical models, e.g. including multiple covariates, and/or in low-quality data, often have to 
be calculated using optimization algorithms with iterative steps, which exchange information 
between estimated parameters in the statistical models and the observed data to derive 
parameter values of the theoretical distributions with an optimal goodness of fit [4]. 

2.2. Meta-analysis of Group-level Summary Results 

Meta-analysis applies statistical methods to group-level summary results from multiple data 
sources or studies, which may answer the same research question as standard analysis but 
differs in the applied statistical methods because of the different type of available data. Meta-
analysis is often applied retrospectively to integrate potentially inconclusive and potentially 
inconsistent study results to answer the common question using all available evidence. Here, 
the set of eligible data sources or studies may be limited by the similarity of characteristics of 
(historic) studies, which allows the aggregation and interpretation of study results. However, it 
can also be applied prospectively in situations where individual-patient data is not available. 
Here, multiple statistical analysts perform an agreed, pre-specified analysis on separate 
datasets, which may, however, limit the flexibility and complexity of meta-analytic research. 
Thereby, meta-analysis can not only increase the precision of results because of the increased 
total sample size but also the generalizability (external validity) of results because of multiple 
samples from different populations and has the potential to settle a scientific controversy in 
situations where individual-patient data is not available [5]. 

Meta-analyses can be categorized into two common classes of statistical models, which are 
named the fixed-effects meta-analysis and the random effects meta-analysis. The fixed-effects 
model assumes one true (“common”) effect size that underlies all studies in the meta-analysis 
and that all differences in the observed effects are caused by unsystematic (measurement or 
sampling) error. The random-effects model assumes that the true effect is not represented by a 
single, fixed value but by a statistical distribution of true effect sizes which may vary between 
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studies depending on characteristics of patients (e.g. age) or treatment (e.g. dosing). In a meta-
analysis including a sufficiently large random distribution of studies, therefore, the 
corresponding random values of effect sizes (“random effects”) will be distributed according to 
a certain distribution, e.g. normal distribution. Evidence from different studies is usually 
weighted and combined using the inverse-variance method, which intuitively gives more 
weight to effect sizes from studies with greater precision, i.e. lower variance or measurement 
error [6].  

Study heterogeneity as a criterion to determine if studies are sufficiently homogeneous to 
support the assumption of a shared effect size (distribution) is evaluated using visualizations, 
e.g. forest plots with point estimates and confidence intervals of single studies and the overall 
study data, and statistical measures, such as Cochran’s Q and the I2 statistic [7]. 

Meta-regression is an extension of meta-analysis which includes study-level characteristics as 
covariates, e.g. average age or the proportion of women, to explain systematic differences in 
effect sizes between studies and reduce unsystematic differences, i.e. measurement error [8]. 

2.3. Federated Analysis 

Federated Analysis (FA) describes statistical analysis in a system of federated databases. In 
data science, a Federated DataBase System (FDBS) can be described as a system of data stores 
and a single standard query interface for the purpose of integrating (heterogenous) data sources 
while maintaining their heterogeneity, autonomy, transparency, flexibility, and optimality [9]. 

In biomedicine, FA has recently become of interest because its architecture allows analysis of 
large amounts of data from different sources and overcome various restrictions to the access to 
data by leaving control of the individual-level participant data in the hands of the data owners 
and sharing only (less sensitive) group-level data [10]. Here, the technical mechanism 
(“firewall”) to restrict access to individual-level data on the data sites is not an essential feature 
of FA but can be conveniently implemented because of the overall architecture of federated 
databases. The basic architecture of such a Federated Analysis is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. The basic architecture of Federated Analysis [11] 
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The general statistical principle underlying FA is that a global loss function is composed of the 
sum of the weighted combination of several local loss functions [12]. Statistical loss is a 
measure of the costs of statistical errors in the estimation of a parameter. Therefore, a statistical 
loss function can be used to minimize the loss to estimate the optimal value of a parameter [13]. 

In the context of FA, the global loss function is [12]: 

 

The value of parameter  is estimated from unavailable complete data X in such way, that the 
loss function L is minimized. Therefore, a re-parametrization of the global loss function L is 
used, which is the sum of local loss functions Lk with weight wk (wk > 0), which estimates the 
value of the shared, global parameter   from local, available, but undisclosed data Xk. 

The optimization of the estimation of the global loss function L and the local loss functions Lk 
can each require multiple iterations including the bottom-up (of the local model parameter 
values) and top-down (of the global model parameter values) sharing of information. 

Generally speaking, statistical models whose loss function or likelihood function, respectively, 
can be decomposed according to the separate sets of data are eligible for FA allowing for 
iterative steps to optimize the parameter estimate. 

2.3.1. Comparison of Main Features 

FA can be compared to standard analysis of individual-level patient data and meta-analysis of 
group-level study results regarding multiple features (see Appendix Table A.2). Here, the 
similarities and differences between main features are discussed. 

Similarities. Generally speaking, FA is similar to standard analysis and meta-analysis because 
they all apply descriptive and inferential statistical methods to answer scientific questions by 
summarizing information and modelling its uncertainty.  

From a statistics perspective, FA is similar to standard analysis using individual-level patient 
data because the statistical analysis is centrally controlled by an analyst. FA also allows 
optimisation of parameters in statistical models by exchanging information between the 
individual-level data and the model (via group-level results) and vice versa. FA is similar to 
meta-analysis of group-level results because there is no direct access to individual-level data, 
but only group-level results. Here, the problem of evaluating the eligibility and potential 
heterogeneity of multiple site-specific datasets, e.g. regarding patient population and study 
designs, is very similar to meta-analysis (c.f. calculating the I2 statistic measuring study 
heterogeneity) and may similarly also require a systematic review of eligible databases/studies 
to justify their inclusion. Therefore, in principle the same statistical models as for meta-analysis 
can be applied in FA. 

From a data management perspective, in FA and standard analysis the same fundamental 
problems have to be solved in terms of understanding the specific features of the site-specific 
datasets and standardisation of the data, e.g. variable names and coding, to be able to apply the 
same general statistical model to each dataset and be able to interpret the results. These 
requirements also apply to a large degree to retrospective meta-analysis, i.e. by selecting similar 
historic studies, and prospective meta-analyses, e.g. by pre-specifying analysis which can be 
applied to each dataset by multiple analysts. FA and meta-analysis are both based on de-
centralised (distributed) datasets, where only group-level study results are directly available to 
the analyst. 

(Equation 1) 
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Differences. Generally speaking, FA is different from standard and meta-analysis because of its 
novel approach to statistical analysis based on federated databases combining advantages of 
both established approaches. In addition, FA is not yet supported by the same quantity and 
quality of statistical models and statistical software.  

From a statistics perspective, FA requires a mathematical re-formulation of (standard analysis) 
statistical models, i.e. a decomposition of the likelihood, to allow the optimisation of the unified 
statistical model based on group-level results, and the implementation of these model in user-
friendly, reliable, validated software. In contrast to meta-analysis, FA can share information 
from the general model, e.g. current estimates of model parameters, with the site-specific model 
based on individual-level data to update the site-specific group-level results, which are then 
again used to update the general model. 

From a data management perspective, FA is different from standard analysis because the 
analysis is directly informed by decentralised, group-level data, while standard analysis is 
directly informed by centralised, individual-level data. FA is different from meta-analysis as it 
has repeated access to (updated) group-level study results in real-time (i.e. without asking the 
owner the site-specific data to provide results from a specific analysis request and receiving the 
results days or weeks later). 

2.3.2. Opportunities 

FA offers several opportunities because of its unique combination of advantages from standard 
analysis and meta-analysis: 

Protection of Information 

FA allows to restrict access to individual-level patient data by the analyst and other 
collaborators by leaving full control of the data to the respective data owner at any time. Data 
disclosure control mechanisms provide an explicit description of what data in the form of group-
level results is shared with collaborators. 

Quantity of Information 

FA can potentially enable and motivate a larger number of collaborators (and corresponding 
databases) to contribute information to specific research projects. The resulting increase in 
sample size is expected to increase statistical power and the “signal-to-noise” ratio and give 
more precise and/or faster answers to relevant research questions. 

Variety of Information 

A larger number of collaborators and databases can also increase the variety of information, 
e.g. different patient populations, which will then allow to generalize the results across a wider 
population and reduces the uncertainty of extrapolating results from one population to others. 

Availability of Information 

FA which is based on permanent network of federated databases can immediately access data 
to perform analysis, which means that results can be updated in a short time when additional or 
updated data has been added to one of the federated databases. In addition, in an existing 
infrastructure new research questions, e.g. novel concerns about adverse events caused by a 
drug, are expected to be answered in a shorter time because administrative, organisational, and 
technological issues have been already resolved. 
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Scientific Collaboration  

By providing a high level of protection of individual-level patient data, not only patients 
experience better protection of their interests (e.g. privacy), but also data owners may realize a 
better protection of their interests, e.g. in competitive situations in academia, the industry, or 
other areas of society. Greater protection may promote greater trust between collaborators 
facilitating communication, collaboration, and sharing of information across institutional or 
national borders. Thereby, FA may not only facilitate specific research projects, but also the 
development of standards for data, analysis, and research in general. 

Development of Statistical Methods and Software 

FA requires the development of novel or modified statistical models and user-friendly, reliable, 
and validated statistical software, which opens a range of new opportunities for research in 
statistics and data science, but also in software development. 

2.3.3. Challenges 

FA may face a range of challenges which are mostly caused by its organisational, 
administrative, legal, and technological complexity, but also its relative novelty. 

Organisational, Administrative, Legal and Technical Burden 

FA aims to enable collaborative research, especially in a setting where alternative statistical 
approaches would not be feasible because of institutional or national borders. Such research 
projects are intrinsically complex because of the organisational (e.g. meetings with multiple 
collaborators across multiple time zones), administrative (e.g., sharing costs of project), legal 
(e.g. inconsistent national laws) and technical (e.g. complex client-server infrastructure) 
burden. This burden can be assessed in absolute terms, but also relative to alternative ways to 
answer the concerned scientific question, where the latter is considered more relevant here. 

At present it is unclear whether FA will actually involve a greater organisational, 
administrative, legal burden relative to projects with the same research question and scope, but 
a different statistical approach. However, one may expect an additional organisational, 
administrative, and legal burden, which may predominantly be caused by the novelty of the 
approach. This means, a FA-based project requires new knowledge and skills from the involved 
staff and may involve an increased risk for inefficiencies or errors. However, one may expect 
that this burden will decrease over time depending on the number of conducted projects and 
collected experience.  

A particular concern may be the communication between different groups of scientific, 
technical-statistical, and legal experts and decision-makers, to make sure that the scientific 
objective of the project is correctly implemented on a technical-statistical level and consistent 
with all involved national or international laws while being sufficiently understandable for 
decision-makers to assess the involved benefits and risks. For example, an IT administrator may 
grant access to information, which is not covered by the agreement between the institutions 
performing the analysis and providing the data because of ambiguity of the wording (e.g. access 
to “geographic location” may mean world region, continent, country, county, city, street 
address, GPS coordinates, or relative description such as “at work”, “at home”, “overseas”). 

Combined or Joint Distributions of Individual-level Data from Multiple Data Sources 

FA does not have direct centralized access to individual-level patient data. Therefore, generally 
speaking, statistical analysis which requires the combined or joint distribution of individual-
level data from multiple data sources, will not be possible or technically more challenging, e.g. 
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by creating a trusted third-party computational instance, which is given permission to combine 
data or model joint distributions from multiple sources. 

Examples for such statistical analysis may be the identification of duplicated patient records 
across datasets, the calculation of the median across multiple datasets which requires the 
combination and ordering of all available values, or the analysis of variables with non-
parametric statistical distributions, whose properties cannot be adequately summarized by a 
parametric distribution. However, these issues may be solved, for example, by the comparison 
of encrypted patient-identifying features [14], the use of alternative statistical measures, e.g. by 
calculating the (weighted) mean instead of the median, or the transformation of a variable, e.g. 
from a complex, continuous distribution to a simpler, categorical distribution. 

Computation Time 

Computation time of FA is determined by the network latency or lowest specification hardware 
or virtual server in the overall system and will also depend on the number of steps in iterative 
statistical analysis [15]. In addition, the statistical models for FA may have to be re-formulated 
in a way that requires the computation of additional parameters in comparison to standard 
analysis. For example, a log-Poisson Generalized Linear Model, which is used to approximate 
the results of a Cox Proportional Hazards model, requires additional parameters, and, therefore, 
increased computation time [16]. Furthermore, additional processing may be required to apply 
data disclosure controls [15]. 

Development of Statistical Methods and Software 

FA does not have a generic interface to make the full range of existing statistical models and 
statistical software available. Therefore, statistical models and software have to be integrated 
into the FA framework step-by-step (see next section). Although for this reason the current 
availability of FA is limited, under the assumption of continuous progress and adoption of FA 
by the scientific community, this problem is expected to be reduced over time. 

In summary, FA is similar, yet different, to standard analysis and meta-analysis because of a 
combination of the respective advantages (e.g. model optimization using individual-level data, 
data protection, real-time analysis), while avoiding the respective disadvantages. From a 
statistical perspective, the most innovative and valuable aspect of FA is that it allows the bi-
directional exchange of information between the model and the individual-level patient data via 
group-level summary results without sharing information on individuals to optimize statistical 
models. 

Federated Analysis is expected to open up new opportunities to find faster and better answers 
to scientific questions resulting in flexible statistical analysis under high levels of data 
protection. However, FA may involve an increased organisational, administrative, technical-
statistical and legal burden in comparison to established approaches, which is expected to 
decrease over time with growing experience. The availability of statistical models and software 
is still limited but is expected to increase over time due to advancement in statistical science 
and software development. 
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3. Statistical Methods 
This section describes specific statistical methods relevant for epidemiologic research and their 
application in Federated Analysis. 

3.1. Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics include measures of location and variability in general and a variety of 
specific measures corresponding to the scale level of the variable, e.g. nominal (categorical), 
ordinal, interval, or absolute (continuous), and the research question. Although descriptive 
statistics are usually univariate, i.e. describing the distribution of a single variable, more 
complex descriptive statistics can be multivariate, e.g. correlation coefficients or principal 
components. In addition, descriptive statistics can be differentiated depending on whether they 
are based on the observed (non-parametric) distribution or theoretical (parametric) distributions 
[3]. 

A systematic evaluation of the availability of descriptive statistic measures in FA is not 
available to our knowledge. Similar to inferential statistical models, descriptive statistics may 
not be available 1) if the descriptive statistic violates data disclosure controls, e.g. the minimum 
or maximum or single observations per category, 2) if the empirical data cannot easily be 
approximated by parametric distributions, e.g. multimodal distributions, 3) whether the statistic 
requires the combined empirical data across data sources for estimation, e.g. the conventional 
estimator of the empirical median based on sorting and comparing of observations across all 
data sources.  

However, these limitations may be overcome by 1) choosing an alternative statistic, e.g. the 
standard deviation instead of range as measure of variability, 2) transforming a complex, 
continuous distribution to a simpler, categorical distribution, or 3) using an alternative 
estimator, e.g. deriving the median from a fitted parametric distribution and not by sorting and 
comparing the empirical observations. 

3.2. Generalized Linear Models 

Generalized Linear Models (GLM) [17] are a unified formulation of previously independently 
developed regression models including, for example, identity-normal regression, logistic-
binomial regression, and log-Poisson. GLMs includes the exponential family of distributions 
and corresponding canonical link functions, of which selected distributions are presented here 
(Table 1): 
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Table 1. Characteristics of some common univariate distributions in the exponential family 
used in Generalized Linear Models (from [17], p. 30) 

 

From the inclusion of the identity-normal, logistic-binomial, and log-Poisson regression models 
it is obvious that GLMs have a broad range of scientific applications in epidemiology, and, 
therefore, are of great importance. 

GLMs can be implemented as Federated Analysis in a form which is analytically and 
numerically equivalent to the standard formulation of GLMs, and, therefore, gives identical 
results (see [18] for analytic proof and [19] comparing standard analysis, meta-analysis, and 
federated analysis using simulation demonstrating the numeric equivalence of standard analysis 
and federated analysis). 

3.3. Time-to-event Analysis 

The Cox proportional hazards model [20] is one of the most widely used statistical models in 
clinical research. It is also of special interest from the perspective of characterisation of adverse 
events in epidemiological studies. 

An analytic proof of the equivalence of the Cox proportional hazards model as FA to standard 
analysis and an implementation as web-based software is available [21]. This approach requires 
that distinct event times, e.g. time of death after baseline, are shared between sites, which in the 
context of a specific study and the absence of ties could be used to identify a patient. Shorter 
time intervals, e.g. day (interval) of death to model overall survival (OS), will here be more 
informative than longer intervals, e.g. visit (interval) of progression to model progression-free 
survival (PFS). Furthermore, the current implementation has limitations in handling high-
dimensional data. It does not include more sophisticated privacy methods either, such as 
differential privacy, which control the risk of re-identification based on summary results, secure 
multi-party computation, or encryption [21]. 

However, since the event time is study-specific and relative to the baseline of the study, i.e. not 
calendar time, this information cannot be interpreted without additional information from the 
database of the study, i.e. the calendar date of the patient-specific baseline. Even if a patient’s 
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calendar dates of baseline and event time can be derived, it will be difficult to link other 
information about the patient based on these two dates from other data sources, e.g. death 
notices in public newspapers or access-restricted population registers, because on national level 
multiple deaths will have occurred on the same calendar date. Although it is hard to anticipate 
all possible situations and potential harm for a patient, it seems that the risk of sharing event 
times between sites is minimal. However, the data owners will ultimately be responsible for an 
assessment whether the risk of sharing this type of information is acceptable.  

A formal proof that the Cox proportional hazards model can be approximated by a generalized 
linear model with a Poisson distribution exists [17], which is also implemented in the R 
language [16]. The goodness of fit depends on length of time intervals the follow-up time is 
divided into. Shorter time intervals will lead to better approximation, which means that 
corresponding model parameters, i.e. regression parameters and standard errors, will become 
identical with decreasing interval length between both models. The GLM/log-Poisson model 
requires the estimation of additional model parameters, which may add substantially to the 
computation time in comparison to the Cox PH model, which is computationally much more 
efficient, depending on sample size. An empirical example [16] based on the NCCTG Lung 
Cancer Data [22] shows excellent consistency between the parameters estimates from the Cox 
PH and the GLM/Poisson model. 

As explained in the previous section, Generalized Linear Models including the Poisson 
distribution can be reformulated for the use in FA without loss of information. GLMs are 
already implemented in the R/DataSHIELD package [23]. 

In summary, the Cox proportional hazard model can be calculated in FA if individual-level 
patient data on study-specific time-to-event is shared. If this is not possible, the Cox 
proportional hazard model can be approximated using a Generalized Linear Model with a 
Poisson distribution, which again can be calculated in FA with available software with minimal 
loss of information. 

3.4. Methods for Case-crossover Designs 

In epidemiology, two main study designs are the cohort study design and the case-control study 
design. However, case-only designs have become increasingly important as complementary, 
equivalent, or even superior study designs. Case-only designs control time-invariant covariates, 
such as stable disease severity or regular drug use [24]. 

The case-crossover design is a case-control design which controls time-invariant confounding 
when the exposure effect is temporary (i.e. one-time or short-term) and the onset of the outcome 
clearly defined. This study design compares the exposure in the hazard period immediately 
before the outcome with the exposure in earlier control periods. It is based on the important 
assumption that temporary exposures have stable prevalences over time, which means, that 
there is an equal probability to be exposed during the control and the hazard period [24]. 

From a statistical perspective, multiple statistical analysis models are used to analyse data from 
case-crossover designs. The Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel (CMH) test for matched data and 
conditional logistic regression (CLR) were recommended in the past [25]. More recently also, 
applications of Generalized Linear Models with a Poisson distribution [26] were described. 

The principles of the CMH test, which evaluates an association between a binary exposure and 
binary outcome across multiple independent strata, are consistent with FA. Although using a 
CMH test in FA is not explicitly described in the literature or relevant statistical software, e.g. 
R/DataSHIELD, one can create the relevant descriptive contingency tables per database (partial 
tables) and then use conventional statistical functions, e.g. R/stats:: mantelhaen.test. 
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A conditional logistic regression model is an extension of a logistic regression model, i.e. a 
Generalized Linear Model with a logistic-binomial regression model, by which the estimation 
of parameters is conditional on a fixed factor using conditional likelihood [27]. In addition, the 
likelihood function is identical to the likelihood function of the Cox Proportional Hazards 
model with a specific data structure, which is used in statistical analysis software such as R, in 
which the conditional logistic regression function actually calls the Cox PH function [28]. Since 
the Cox proportional hazards model has been successfully reformulated as FA, it is expected 
that similarly the conditional logistic regression model/Cox PH can be formulated as FA. 

The CMH test and CLR are both based on an approximation using the parametric 2 distribution 
and may become unreliable and show inflated parameters estimates and standard errors in 
sparse data, leading to the so-called separation problem [29]. However, since the analysis of 
sparse data, for example less than 5 observations per category, is usually blocked because of 
privacy concerns this is unlikely to limit the applicability of these methods in FA in practice. A 
comparison of estimates of the CMH method and conditional logistic regression showed that 
estimates of the CLR method may show bias in certain situations, while the CMH estimates are 
approximately unbiased [30]. 

In summary, statistical analysis of data from case-control designs can be performed as FA by 
application of statistical models, such as the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test, Generalized Linear 
Models with a log-Poisson distribution, or conditional logistic regression (Cox PH model after 
data transformation). 

4. Related Statistical Issues 
This section describes selected statistical issues related to statistical methods, which were 
discussed in the previous sections, but also for statistical analysis in general. 

4.1. Vertically-partitioned Data 

Data can be partitioned between federated data sources in various ways. Two important types 
of partitioning are commonly described as “horizontally partitioned data” and “vertically 
partitioned data”, which refers to the commonly used data structure in health sciences, where 
patients are represented as rows and variables as columns in the data matrix (see Figure 2, from 
[31]). Horizontally partitioned data refers to data where all sites include different sets of 
patients, but the same variables. Vertically partitioned data refers to data where all sites include 
the same set of patients, but different sets of variables. In addition, data can be partitioned both 
horizontally and vertically, which leads to complex data structures. At present, statistical 
models and software for FA in horizontally-partitioned data have been developed and are 
readily available. 

The development for vertically partitioned data is, however, still in an early stage. Wilson et al 
[15] stated in 2017 that an analytic proof-of-principle of applying Generalized Linear Models 
as a broad class of statistical models in vertically-partitioned data has been demonstrated. 
According to these authors, the only (additional) requirement for the application of FA to 
vertically partitioned data is that the data owners of the included sites authorize a 
pseudonymized version of the linked datasets at the site of one of the data owners or a trusted 
third-party facility to provide privacy-protected FA. A logistic-binomial regression algorithm 
to support federated data analysis of vertically partitioned distributed data sets has been 
published [32], but software does not seem readily available. 
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Figure 2. Graphical view of (a) pooled data, (b) horizontally partitioned data (different 
patients), or (c) vertically partitioned data (different variables) [31] 

Otherwise only non-peer-reviewed pre-prints on selected statistical models, e.g. principal 
components analysis [33], gradient-boosted random forests [34], for vertically partitioned data 
exist, which create the impression that there is special interest in FA (of horizontally and 
vertically partitioned data) in the area of machine learning (federated learning), which may be 
stimulated by the problem of integrating data distributed across multiple (mobile) devices [35]. 

4.2. Propensity Score Matching 

Propensity Score Matching [36] describes various methods which aim at making treatment 
groups similar regarding a selection of measured baseline covariates to control for confounding 
bias in estimating treatment effects. In the first step, a statistical model is used to predict the 
treatment group from a selection of covariates and derive weights, i.e. the propensity score, for 
each set of covariate values or patients, respectively. In the second step, the derived propensity 
score is used to reduce confounding effects by one of the following ways. The propensity score 
can be used as a similarity criteria to select similar patients from each treatment group and 
remove non-matching patients (matching), reweight all patients to achieve similarity between 
groups (reweighting), or include the propensity score as a covariate in a regression model 
applied to all patients (adjustment). General limitations of this methodology are that 
measurement error of covariates, unmeasured confounders and misspecification of the 
statistical model can lead to residual confounding of the analysis. 

In FA the problem is that patient characteristics cannot be shared between data sites, which may 
create a barrier in the first step of calculating the propensity score for some statistical models, 
which require data on all patients in a multi-dimensional space. However, a simple method to 
calculate a propensity score is logistic-binomial regression, which can be applied in FA. In 
addition, the requirement to calculate propensity score weights across all sites can be relaxed 
by calculating the propensity score weights of a single dataset and match, reweight or adjust for 
confounding all other datasets. An example of such the calculation of propensity scores per site 
and adjusted, pooled analysis is available [37]. Indeed, site-specific propensity scores were 
recommended to reduce confounding because of site-specific measurement of covariates [38]. 
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In summary, the calculation of global (across sites) and local (per site) propensity scores can 
be performed in FA.  

4.3. Missing Data 

Advice for diagnosing missing data processes and handling missing data in non-FA is available 
in general [39] and for clinical trials in particular [40]. The diagnoses and handling of missing 
data in FA has been discussed in the scientific literature recently [41]. 

Missing data processes are categorized as [39]: 

1. Missing-Completely-At-Random (MCAR), i.e. the missingness of data is independent 
of the observed and unobserved data. 

2. Missing-At-Random (MAR), i.e. the missingness of data is systematically related to the 
observed but not the unobserved data. 

3. Not-Missing-At-Random (NMAR), i.e. the missingness of data is systematically related 
to the unobserved data 

Depending on the missing processes, different methods of data selection, data replacement 
(imputation), and statistical modelling may be recommended. 

As a rule of thumb, if 5% or less data is missing, missingness is generally considered ignorable 
in research practice [42]. 

If data is missing-completely-at-random, conventional approaches such as available case 
analysis or complete case analysis may be applied. Simple approaches such as replacement as 
imputation of missing values by fixed values, e.g. by imputation of the mean, may reduce the 
missingness and give an unbiased estimate here, but should not be applied because they may 
underestimate the variability of the data, even if these trivial methods are readily available in 
FA [39]. 

If data is missing-at-random, maximum likelihood estimation (without imputation) or multiple 
imputation are recommended [43]. Multiple imputation by Chained Equations (MICE) [44] can 
be applied in Federated Analysis and has been integrated in the DataSHIELD software (see 
DataSHIELD/dsMice and dsMiceClient packages [45]). 

If data is missing-not-at-random, usually a model-based imputation is applied which may be - 
depending on the context - conservative to estimate the efficacy of a treatment, e.g. jump-to-
reference imputation, or liberal to estimate the safety of a treatment [46]. However, to our 
knowledge model-based imputation has not been applied in FA so far. 

While the diagnosis and handling of missing data per data source is in principle not different 
from conventional diagnosis and handling of missing data, a special missing data problem exists 
in FA if a variable is missing completely at one or more data sites, which may compromise the 
overall analysis. Possible solutions to adapt the statistical model are, for example: 

1. by omitting the data from the complete analysis,  
2. by replacing the partially missing covariate by other correlated, measured variables, or  
3. by applying a model-based imputation from one or more other datasets.  

When applying a model-based imputation from one or more other datasets (see point 3), the 
completely missing variable is imputed based on a prediction model (including uncertainty) 
from one or more other datasets. This requires the assumption that the prediction model is 
transferable between datasets. The application of such an imputation will require a convincing 
rationale, an understanding of the missing data mechanisms in each data set (e.g. of variables 
used for prediction), and careful interpretation of the results of the primary and sensitivity 
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analyses (without imputation). The complete missing of a variable in one sample of patients 
(dataset), which is available in another sample of patients (dataset), can also be described as a 
federated database which is (partially) horizontally (ie. different patients) and vertically (ie 
different variables) split (see section above). 

In summary, Federated Analysis is currently available for horizontally-partitioned data, while 
FA for vertically-partitioned data is technically possible, but at a very early development stage. 
Propensity Score Matching as a common method to remove confounding with study 
characteristics in analysis across multiple studies or data sources is also available for FA. 
Statistical methods for diagnosing and handling missing data from various missing data 
processes (MCAR, MAR) can also be applied. 

4.4. Bayesian Statistics 

Bayesian statistical methods have become increasingly popular in biomedicine in general and 
have also been applied in pharmacoepidemiology in particular, but are still rarely used [47]. 
Interesting applications have been presented, for example, by using Bayesian hierarchical 
models to aggregate rare events according to system organ classes to strengthen safety signals 
[48]. With respect to FA, basic Bayesian algorithms [49] and models, e.g. neural networks [50], 
were presented in the field of machine learning (c.f. federated learning), however, are not 
discussed here in more detail because they do not seem to be readily available and their added 
complexity relative to frequentist methods needs further justification for application at present. 

5. Statistical methods & Issues in Post-Authorisation 
Safety Studies 

The following section studies statistical methods and related issues in regulatory Post-
Authorisation Safety Studies (PASS) to assess whether FA could make a relevant contribution 
to answer regulatory questions. 

5.1. Background and Methodology 

As explained in the introduction, the Swedish Medical Products Agency is especially interested 
in evaluating the application of FA for studies within its remit, primarily in 
pharmacoepidemiology, to further characterise rare safety events and/or adverse events in rare 
exposures or rare diseases. To identify and prioritize relevant study designs and methods in 
pharmacoepidemiology we reviewed assessment reports of final results from Post-
Authorisation Safety Studies (PASS) studies evaluated by the Pharmacovigilance Risk 
Assessment Committee (PRAC) of the European Medicines Agency in 2019.  

A PASS is any study related to an authorised medicinal product and conducted with the aim of 
identifying, characterising or quantifying a safety hazard, confirming the safety profile of the 
medicinal product, or of measuring the effectiveness of risk management measures [51]. Final 
results from a PASS specified in the risk management plan (RMP) for an authorised medicinal 
product as imposed (category 1 or 2) or required (category 3) by the regulatory authority are 
generally assessed by the PRAC.  

The selection of relevant assessment reports was based on the following criteria:  

 PASS final results that were on the agenda for PRACs monthly plenary meetings during 
2019.  
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 PASS final results from comparative studies, since results from descriptive studies on 
different data sources can be more readily aggregated without pooling of data on the 
individual level.  

Information on study design, objectives, data sources, and statistical methods was extracted 
from these reports and from the marketing authorisation holders’ complete study reports when 
available. A key objective was to assess the potential added value of implementing a FA 
approach. Areas of particular interest for review were therefore use of multiple data sources 
without physical pooling, handling of missing data, and limitations from sample size/number 
of events causing low precision of estimates. The review we performed was purely descriptive.  

An arbitrary assessment of the possible use of federated analyses was made based on separate 
studies being made with the same objective on different data sources in different countries or 
using multiple data sources within one study but without pooling data on the individual study 
subject level. 

5.2. Results 

There were 70 final reports of PASS on the PRAC agenda during 2019. The review was 
restricted to the 27 non-interventional PASS with a comparative design and study objective 
(Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Selection of studies, where the final results were assessed by the PRAC in 2019 and 
their potential suitability for federated analysis (FA). 

 

Of these, 11% (3/27) were imposed (category 1 or 2) and 89% (24/27) were required (category 
3) in the regulatory context of the RMP. The study periods were on average 9.3 years, ranging 
from 5 to 19 years. In spite of this, 74% (20/27) of the assessments found issues with poor 
precision of estimates related to limitations from the sample size or number of events.  

Twenty studies were performed using a single data source, but in 70% (14/20) of these a FA 
approach was still considered applicable according to our assessment. In one of seven studies 
being based on multiple data sources a FA approach was applied. Among the others, 57% (4/7) 
were considered suitable for a FA approach.  
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The most common statistical methods used were Cox proportional hazards regression (59%; 
16/27) and logistic regression (15%; 4/27). In only a few studies negative binomial regression, 
Poisson regression, generalised estimation equations (GEE), LASSO regression, and 
regularised regression were applied in the analyses.  

Propensity scores were used in 44% (12/27) of the studies for control of confounding. Models 
incorporating random effects were used in 22% (6/27) of the comparative studies.  

Only 52% (14/27) of the assessment reports reviewed the extent and potential consequences of 
missing data. In 48% (13/27) of the studies missing data was stated as a potential concern, while 
only one study concluded missing data not to be a concern. The methods used to handle missing 
data were single imputation (4/13), multiple imputation (3/13), missing category (2/13), 
exclusion (1/13), no method (1/13), and not stated (2/13). 

In conclusion, this descriptive review of studies requested or required by regulatory agencies 
to investigate safety concerns with authorised medicines suggests that the use of FA could have 
increased the value of the analyses in a large proportion of the studies. 

6. Software 

6.1. General 

FA requires a complex technological infrastructure based on hardware and software, for which 
various implementations are possible. While hardware and software implementations are 
discussed in detail elsewhere [52], within the scope of this report main aspects of the software 
will be explained. 

FA requires a diverse environment of special purpose software, for example, a statistical 
analysis software (e.g. R), a data warehouse (e.g OPAL), a database system (e.g. MySQL), and 
a web interface (e.g. MICA/MICA2), which may be implement in or execute various 
programming languages, e.g. R, C, Fortran, SQL, PHP, Java, etc. These software programs and 
computer languages communicate with each other via standardized advance programming 
interfaces (APIs), e.g. Representational State Transfer (REST), and standardized languages, so 
called protocols, e.g. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP), Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP). 

In the following, the software implementation of FA will be described from the perspective of 
the statistical analyst operating a centralized analysis server using the popular R/DataSHIELD 
software (cf dsBaseClient package) as an example.  

R/DataSHIELD is organized as an open-source project under the GNU public licence [53] with 
its source code stored publicly available in the GitHub code repository [54-56] and as compiled 
binary R installation packages at the CRAN repository [23]. The current (as of 2020-12-08) 
stable version of R/DataShield is version 6.1.0 [55, 56]. 

The application of FA using R/DataSHIELD requires a distributed system of client and host 
servers performing analysis or hosting data, which is challenging to set up. However, the 
R/DSLite package [57] is a server-less implementation of the DataSHIELD interface which can 
be used to get familiar with the concepts of FA [58]. It also allows FA with combined datasets, 
which are located in remote, secure databases and/or in local, private databases, for example, 
in a governmental agency [57]. A graphical illustration of the architecture of DataSHIELD is 
presented in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. An overview of the R/DataSHIELD architecture 

6.2. R/DataSHIELD 

The software implementation of FA in the R/DataSHIELD package (current stable version 6.1.0 
as of 2020-12-08) is assessed in the following regarding the availability of relevant functionality 
for pharmaco-epidemiologic studies. The assessment is primarily based on literature, open-
source repositories, and public web sites. Complete, current lists of functions, which are sorted 
alphabetically [23] (see “DataSHIELD Base Packages Documentation”) or by application 
purpose [59] (i.e., Administration, Data Preparation, Data Analysis, Data Presentation) are 
available elsewhere. An overview of applications of FA using the R/DataSHIELD software in 
empirical studies is published on the project website [47]. 

6.2.1. Administration 

Within the scope of FA, the non-disclosure of sensitive patient information is of specific 
concern. Therefore, the functionality to control the disclosure of information in the 
R/DataSHIELD package will be explained in more detail to allow an assessment of the available 
level of disclosure or privacy, respectively. Functions which control the disclosure of data can 
be identified because of the function name format (nfilter.*) (Table 2). The functions allow 
controlling data disclosure on the client-side but can also be set on the server-side in the 
configuration settings of the OPAL data warehouse. 
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Table 2. Disclosure control [60] 
Function Name Description Default 

Value 

nfilter.tab This function sets the minimum non-zero cell count allowed in any cell 
if a contingency table is to be returned. This applies to one dimensional 
and two-dimensional tables of counts tabulated across one or two 
factors and to tables of a mean of a quantitative variable tabulated 
across a factor. The default is usually set to 3 but a value of 1 (no limit) 
may be necessary, particularly if low cell counts are highly probable 
such as when working with rare diseases. Five is also a justifiable 
choice to replicate the most common threshold rule imposed by data 
releasers worldwide; but it should be recognised that many census 
providers are moving to ten. 

3 

nfilter.subset This function sets the minimum non-zero count of observational units 
(typically individuals) in a subset. 

3 

nfilter.glm This function sets the maximum number of parameters in a regression 
model as a proportion of the sample size in a study. If a study has 
1000 observational units (typically individuals) being used in a 
particular analysis then if nfilter.glm is set to 0.33 (its default value) the 
maximum allowable number of parameters in a model fitted to those 
data will be 330. This disclosure filter protects against fitting overly 
saturated models which can be disclosive. 

0.33 

nfilter.string This function sets the maximum length of a string argument if that 
argument is to be subject to testing of its length. Default value = 80. 
The aim of this nfilter is to make it difficult for hackers to find a way to 
embed malicious code in a valid string argument that is actively 
interpreted. 

80 

nfilter.stringShort See nfilter.string, but set to 20 characters 20 

nfilter.kNN This function sets the minimum value allowed for k on the k-nearest 
neighbors method which is used mainly for some of the graphical 
functions. Default value = 3. 

3 

nfilter.levels This function sets the maximum number of the unique levels of a 
categorical variable that are allowed to be returned to the client. If 
nfilter.levels is set to 0.33 (its default value), and if a categorical 
variable (i.e. factor) has X distinct categories then if X is greater than 
the 33% of the variable's length then the categories (i.e. levels) are not 
returned to the client. This disclosure filter protects against the 
disclosure of all the unique values in a numerical variable when it is 
converted to a factor variable. 

0.33 

nfilter.noise This function sets the minimum level of noise that can be added to a 
server-side vector. The "noisy" vector can then be returned to the 
client. This value specifies the variance of the added noise. If 
nfilter.noise is set to 0.25 (its default value) then noise following a 
distribution (usually Gaussian) with zero mean and variance equal to 
the 25% of the true variance of the vector of interest is added to each 
individual value of that vector. 

0.25 
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6.2.2. Data Preparation 

The data preparation functions include the following categories [59]: 

1) coercing functions for various data types, e.g. ds.asCharacter, which converts the input 
object into a character class.  

2) number manipulation functions for common mathematical operations, e.g. ds.log, which 
computes the logarithms for a specified numeric vector.  

3) data frame manipulation functions, e.g. ds.sample, which draws a pseudo-random sample 
from a vector, dataframe or matrix. 

6.2.3. Data Analysis 

The data analysis functions include the following categories of functions to do descriptive 
statistics [59]: 

1) data structure queries, e.g. ds.colnames, which retrieves column names of an R object on 
the server-side 

2) table functions, e.g. ds.table, which creates 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional and 3-
dimensional tables  

3) summary statistics functions, e.g. ds.mean, which computes the statistical mean of a given 
server-side vector.  

In addition, statistical modelling functions contain the following categories of functions to do 
inferential statistics [59]: 

1) matrix functions, e.g. ds.matrixDiag, which extracts the diagonal vector from a square 
matrix or creates a diagonal matrix based on a vector or a scalar value on the server-side. 

2) survival analysis functions, e.g. ds.lexis, which takes a data frame containing survival data 
and expands it by converting records at the level of individual subjects (survival time, 
censoring status, identifiers and other variables) into multiple records over a series of pre-
defined time intervals.  

3) distribution generating functions, e.g. ds.rNorm, which generates normally distributed 
random (pseudorandom) numbers. 

4) modelling functions, e.g. ds.glm fits a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) on data from 
single or multiple sources on the server-side. It includes identity-normal regression, 
logistic-binomial regression, and log-Poisson distribution. 

All statistical modelling functions (4) are presented in Table 3 because of their special 
importance within the scope of this report. 

6.2.3.1. Generalized Linear Models 

The dsBaseClient::ds.glm function fits a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) on data from single 
or multiple sources on the server-side. The most important arguments of the function are 
discussed below [23]. A technical tutorial explaining the application of Generalized Linear 
Models using FA with R/DataSHIELD is available [61]. 
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Table 3. Overview of statistical modelling functions in the DataSHIELD/dsBaseClient 
package (version 6.1.0) 

Statistical  
Model 

Function Name Description 

GLM-IPMA ds.glm Fits a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) on data from single or 
multiple sources on the server-side. 

GLM-SLMA ds.glmSLMA  
 

Fits a generalized linear model (GLM) on data from single or 
multiple sources with pooled co-analysis across studies being 
based on SLMA (Study Level Meta Analysis). 

GLM-SLMA ds.glmPredict Applies native R's predict.glm() function to a serverside glm 
object previously created using ds.glmSLMA 

GLM-IPMA 
GLM-SLMA 

ds.glmSummary summarize a glm object on the serverside to create a 
summary_glm object, including table of regression coefficents 

LME-SLMA ds.lmerSLMA  
 

fits a Linear Mixed-Effects Model (LME) - can include both fixed 
and random-effects - on data from one or multiple sources with 
pooling via SLMA (Study-Level Meta-Analysis) 

GLME-SLMA ds.glmerSLMA fits a Generalized Linear Mixed-Effects Model (GLME) on data 
from one or multiple sources with pooling via SLMA (study-level 
meta-analysis). 

Note: GLM-IPMA: Generalized Linear Model with pooling via Individual-Person Meta-Analysis, GLM-SLMA: Generalized Linear 

Model with pooling via Study Level Meta-Analysis, LME-SLMA: Linear Mixed-Effect Model via Study-Level Meta-Analysis, GLME-

SLMA: Generalized Linear Mixed-Effects Model on data from one or multiple sources with pooling via study-level meta-analysis. 

The family (of distributions) argument identifies the statistical distribution of the model. It 
allows the application of an identity-normal regression model (e.g. to model normally 
distributed variables, such as blood pressure, or body weight), a logistic-binomial regression 
model (e.g. to model data with two categories, such as event vs no event), and a log-Poisson 
(e.g. to model data with count data with incidence, such as rare events). 

While these models are considered most important from a practical perspective regarding the 
exponential family of distributions, some models which are included in the standard analysis 
glm function are lacking, i.e. the quasi-binomial and quasi-Poisson models. These models may 
be of interest because the dispersion parameter is not fixed here, which allows the modelling of 
overdispersion in the data. Overdispersion is a common phenomenon, for example, when 
modelling count data. It means that the variance of the observed data is larger (“overdispersed”) 
than estimated by the model, which will lead to an underestimation of standard errors and, 
hence, liberal results. 

The offset argument allows the inclusion of an offset variable in the model corresponding to an 
offset term in the modelling equation. Thereby, the regression estimates of incidence rates in 
Poisson regression models are adjusted for individual observation (exposure) times. 

The weights argument accepts a weight variable containing prior regression weights in the 
model. Thereby, a propensity score can be included in a model to match the analysed sample 
to another sample, in which the propensity score was calculated. 
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6.2.3.2. Generalized Linear Models (Study-Level Meta-Analysis) 

The dsBaseClient::ds.glmSLMA fits a generalized linear model (GLM) on data from single or 
multiple sources with pooled co-analysis across studies being based on SLMA (Study-Level 
Meta-Analysis). The most important arguments of the function are discussed below [23]. 

The family, offset and weights arguments are available similar to the dsBaseClient::ds.glm 
function explained above [23]1. 

The combine.with.metafor argument allows the meta-analysis of estimates and standard errors 
for each regression coefficient across studies using random-effects meta-analysis under 
maximum likelihood, restricted maximum likelihood or fixed-effects meta-analysis with 
support by the metafor (”Meta-Analysis for R”) package. 

6.2.3.3. Linear Mixed Models (Study-Level Meta-Analysis) 

The dsBaseClient::ds.lmerSLMA fits a Linear Mixed-Effects Model, which can include both 
fixed and random-effects, on data from one or multiple sources with pooling via SLMA (Study-
Level Meta-Analysis). The function is based on the lmer function from the lme4 package in R. 
The most important arguments of the function are discussed below [23]. 

The offset, weights, and combine.with.metafor arguments are available similar to the 
dsBaseClient::ds.glmSLMA function explained above. However, no family (of distributions) 
argument is available since the function only fits the Gaussian-normal distribution. 

6.2.3.4. Generalized Linear Mixed Models (Study-Level Meta-Analysis) 

The dsBaseClient::ds.glmerSLMA fits a Linear Mixed-Effects Model, which can include both 
fixed and random-effects, on data from one or multiple sources with pooling via SLMA (Study-
Level Meta-Analysis). The function is based on the glmer function from the lme4 package in 
R. The most important arguments of the function are discussed below [23]. 

The family, offset, weights, and combine.with.metafor arguments are available similar to the 
dsBaseClient::ds.glmSLMA function explained above. However, the family (of distributions) 
argument only allows the specification of the logistic-binomial and the log-Poisson regression 
model, since the identity-normal regression model is already implemented in the 
dsBaseClient::ds.lmerSLMA function. 

6.2.4. Data Presentation 

The data presentation functions include plotting functions, e.g. ds.histogram plots a non-
disclosive histogram on the client-side, ds.scatterPlot, which generates non-disclosive scatter 
plots of two server-side continuous variables, and ds.boxPlot, which draws a boxplot with the 
option of grouping using categorical variables. While these basic visualisation functions are in 
principle the same as for standard analysis, they include data disclosure controls to protect 
individual-level patient data. 

 

1 The documentation of the ds.glmSMA function states regarding an extension with additional distributions or 
alternative link functions: ”However, if a particular user wishes us to implement an alternative family (e.g. gamma) 
or an alternative family/link combination (e.g. binomial with probit) we can discuss how best to meet that request: 
it will almost certainly be possible, but we may seek a small amount of funding or practical in-kind support from 
the user to ensure that it can be carried out promptly.” 
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6.2.5. Current and Future Development 

The DataSHIELD project is an open-source project which is under continuous development by 
the DataSHIELD Project Team, but also allows the forking of the source code by other 
statistical software developers or the integration of other relevant code into the DataSHIELD 
project. This section describes current developments which are expected to extend the 
functionality of the DataSHIELD project in the future. 

6.2.5.1. Proportional Hazards Model and Approximations 

According to version DataSHIELD (v6.1.0) [54] and on-going discussion in the DataSHIELD 
user community [62], the Cox Proportional Hazards model can currently not be applied as FA 
in the R/DataSHIELD package. However, the ds.glm function implementing Generalized 
Linear Models in the DataSHIELD packages includes the log-Poisson model and other 
functions to transform the time-to-event data into the required format (c.f. a lexis object), which 
allows the approximation of a Cox PH model using a Piecewise Exponential Regression (PER). 

6.2.5.2. Generalized Estimating Equations 

The availability of the Generalized Estimate Equations (GEE) analysis to model correlation 
structures arising from repeated measures on individuals, or from clustering as in family data 
as FA was demonstrated [63]. However, the authors state that the GEE approach with various 
correlation structures are “currently being incorporated into DataSHIELD”. According to the 
Github code repository [56], the function ds.gee fits generalized estimated equations with 
autoregressive (1), exchangeable, independence, fixed or unstructured working correlation 
matrix but is still under development (beta stage). 

6.2.5.3. Generalized Linear Mixed Models 

Generalized linear mixed models were mentioned by the DataSHIELD project Team as 
“functions or models that we believe are implementable but we have not, as yet, undertaken or 
completed the development work required” (p. 1942) [31]. 

6.2.5.4. Model diagnosis and Model building 

The modeling functions, e.g. ds.glm or ds.lmerSLMA, in the DataSHIELD packages do not give 
access to disclosive elements such as individual-level residuals and linear predictor values are 
blocked. However, the ds.glmPredict function returns predicted values from ds.glmSLMA 
(GLM, study-level meta-analysis), which could be used as the basis for regression diagnostic 
plots [23]. 

Model building includes the selection of relevant covariates for inclusion in the statistical 
model. A distributed regression model approach for automatically selecting variables based on 
aggregated data from different locations in iterative calls under data protection constraints has 
been published as a statistical model and software within the DataSHIELD infrastructure [11]. 

6.2.5.5. Missing Data 

The set of basic functions for the diagnosis and imputation of missing data exists in the 
DataSHIELD packages. For example, the ds.numNA function counts the number of missing 
values in a variable and the ds.replaceNA replaces missing values in a variable with a fixed pre-
specified value. 

To handle missing-completely-at-random or missing-at-random data, multiple imputation is a 
recommend method. Multiple imputation by chained equations (MICE)[44] is implemented in 
the dsMiceClient (client-side)/dsMice (server-side) packages within the DataSHIELD 
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framework [45]. However, the dsMiceClient (client-side)/dsMice (server-side) packages are not 
developed by the DataSHIELD Project Team and are only available as open source on the 
GitHub repository, but not in the official Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) package 
repository (as of 2020-11-03), indicating that it may not be sufficiently stable for production 
yet. 

In summary, the R/DataSHIELD project as an actively developed, open-source project provides 
the functionality to perform a broad range of statistical models as federated analysis based on 
Generalised Linear Models for individual-level meta-analysis and Generalized Linear Mixed 
Models for study-level meta-analysis. Required functionality for administration (e.g. data 
disclosure control), data preparation, data description and modelling, and visualisation are 
available. Additional, advanced statistical models are available as developmental versions. 

7. Conclusions 
The current report described the Federated Analysis approach from a statistical perspective and 
compared it to standard analysis of individual-level patient data and meta-analysis of group-
level study results. Important statistical methods and related issues in the Federated Analysis 
framework were discussed. A review of statistical methods and related issues used in regulatory 
Post-Authorisation Studies (PASS) evaluated by the Pharmacovigilance Risk Assessment 
Committee (PRAC) of the European Medicines Agency in 2019 was performed to assess the 
Federated Analysis for regulatory work at the Swedish Medical Products Agency. Finally, the 
R/DataShield software was presented as an example of a popular software implementation of 
Federated Analysis. 

FA is similar, yet different, to standard analysis and meta-analysis because of a combination of 
the respective advantages (e.g. model optimization using individual-level data, data protection, 
and real-time analysis), while avoiding the respective disadvantages. From a statistical 
perspective, the most innovative and valuable aspect of FA is that it allows the bi-directional 
exchange of information between a statistical model and the individual-level patient data via 
group-level summary results without sharing information on individuals to optimize statistical 
models. 

Federated Analysis is expected to open up new opportunities to find faster and better answers 
to research questions by allowing flexible statistical analysis under high levels of data 
protection. However, FA may involve an increased organisational, administrative, technical-
statistical, and legal burden in comparison to established approaches, which is expected to 
decrease over time with growing experience. The availability of statistical models and software 
is still limited but is expected to increase over time due to advancement in statistical science 
and software development. 

From the perspective of the Swedish Medical Products Agency, a descriptive review of studies 
requested or required by regulatory agencies to investigate safety concerns with authorised 
medicines suggests that the use of FA could have increased the value of the analyses in a large 
proportion of the studies. 

In summary, Federated Analysis is considered an innovative statistical approach, which shows 
great potential to improve the study of safety-related issues in particular and collaborative 
research in biomedicine in general. 
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Appendix 
 

Table A.1. Abbreviations and Explanations  

Abbreviation Explanation 

CMH test Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test 

Cox PH Cox proportional hazards model 

CRAN Comprehensive R Archive Network 

Dnr Diarienummer 

FA Federated Analysis 

FDBS Federated DataBase System 

GEE Generalized Estimating Equations model 

GLM Generalised Linear Models 

GLME Generalised Linear Mixed Effects model 

GLSR Group-level Study Results 

GNU GNU is Not Unix 

GPS Global Positioning system 

ILMA Individual-Level Meta-Analysis  

ILPD Individual-Level Patient Data 

IT Information Technology 

LME Linear Mixed Effects model 

MAR Missing At Random 

MCAR Missing Completely At Random 

MICE Multiple imputation by Chained Equations 

NCCTG North Central Cancer Treatment Group 

NMAR Not Missing At Random 

OS Overall Survival (time-to-death) endpoint 

PASS Post-Authorisation Safety Studies 

PFS Progression-Free Survival (time-to-progression) endpoint 

PRAC Pharmacovigilance Risk Assessment Committee 

SA Standard Analysis 

SLMA Study-Level Meta-Analysis 

SMPA Swedish Medical Products Agency 

CMH test Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test 
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Table A.2. A comparison of Standard Analysis of Individual-Level Patient Data (SA-ILPD), 
Meta-Analysis of Group-Level Summary Results (MA-GLSR), & Federated Analysis (FA).  

Feature “Standard” 
[SA-ILPD] 

“Meta-Analysis” 
[MA-GLSR] 

“Federated Analysis” 
[FA] 

Popularity common/conventional common/conventional rare/novel 

Technical 

Network 
Architecture 

centralized analysis, 
centralized data 

centralized analysis, 
decentralised data 

centralized analysis, 
decentralised data 

Hardware 
(Minimum) 

personal computer personal computer client-server architecture 

Software stand-a-alone stand-a-lone multiple dependencies incl. 
statistical software, data 
warehouse, databases, APIs, 
multiple languages and 
protocols 

Time scale synchronous asynchronous synchronous 

Data individual-level group-level individual- and group-level 

Statistical Models complete (reference) limited 
(fixed effects, random effects, 
meta-regression, …) 

generalised linear models, 
Cox PH model, other models 
in development 

Optimization* ILPD  model ILPD  GLSR  model ILPD  GLSR  model 
ILPD                  model 

Model building yes limited (see above) limited (see above) 

Model diagnosis yes, incl. influential 
values, outlier 

limited, e.g. study 
heterogeneity, model 
convergence 

limited, e.g. study 
heterogeneity, model 
convergence 

Computational 
burden & storage 

centralized distributed distributed 

Administrative 

Human 
resources 

single analyst single meta-analyst,  
multiple study analysts 

single analyst, multiple data 
administrators & system 
architects 

IT Admin 
resources 

low low high 

Worktime 
resources 

analyst: high meta-analyst: low 
study analyst: high 

analyst: low 
IT: high (first time) 

Time to Return  
of Investment 

short short long 

Collaborative 
Barriers 

high low medium 

Note: SA-ILPD = Standard analysis of individual-level patient data, MA-GLSR=meta-analysis of group-level study results, FA-

GLSR = federated analysis of group-level study results, *Optimization allows the iterative exchange of information between 

statistical model and data until convergence to obtain an precise and unbiased estimate. 
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